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The Quality I-KIT is meant to support those who work in the educational field. 
People working with children - not simply staying with them - are meant to be professionals: 

formal education is not <natural> as learning how to walk or how to speak may appear; learning 
how to read and write requires teaching, and appropriate methodologies, approaches and 
instruments, especially when dealing with children with learning difficulties. Being professional 
means knowing your own role and capacity as well as being responsible for your own choices 
(explaining and accounting for them).

Ideas and instruments better develop through team work, where discussion, comparison and 
exchange provide hints and clues to solve the challenges of the educational intervention.

Ideas refers to theory: “active education” is a broad definition to include a wide range - both 
in space (it has an international dimension) and time (it has got a well-documented history, at 
least since the beginning of the XX century) - of authors and movements; it is not a “creed” or 
“faith”, but, rather, the commitment to  make educational principles - based on human rights and 
democracy - topical, constantly looking for and presenting up-to-date solutions. 
Developing a sense of belonging to a varied and rich pedagogical tradition helps to keep 
confidence in good practices and creativity, tracing back the origins of the proposals we still 
consider effective and appropriate as well as feeling prompt to take innovation further.
Action-research is the “living theory approach”1  which best meets the needs of individuals 
working with others in team (a community of practice) to improve the way they address issues 
and solve problems, and it is adopted while working with an active education approach.

Instruments refers to practice: 
✔ knowing a variety of teaching aids and materials: their goal, appropriate range of 
usage, evaluation of their efficacy;
✔ being able to make examples of these materials, paying attention to consistency 
between aims and means, and care for the details, in order to avoid causing extra 
difficulties or confusion to the students;
✔ making a critical use of teaching aids: adapting the materials to the situation, 
proposing variations, constantly checking their efficacy;
✔ planning their use in the framework of a wider planning of educational goals and 
intervention: aware of the needs for a range of teaching aids, progressively addressing 
a specific learning difficulty and according to a schedule 
✔ discussing their use with the team and/or other professionals and scholars to get 
feedbacks and hints on possible changes required.

1Action-research is the term coined by Kurt Levin in 1944 when he was working at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Boston), the quoted definition, “living theory approach”, is by Jack Whitehead (1989)


